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Summary

Current national health reform proposals would not cause “a government takeover of health care.” Pending legislation would leave in place the country’s largely private medical care system, in which more than 90 percent of doctors are in private practice and 84 percent of all hospital admissions are to private facilities.

Reform proposals would not give the federal government new authority to intervene in private health care decisions. Rather, legislation would mainly extend two current responsibilities of the public sector: to fund health coverage for low-income, uninsured Americans and to regulate health insurance so that it meets consumers’ needs. In fact, reform proposals would substantially increase health plan choices for many people, including workers covered by small firms. While 73.2 percent of these employees are offered just one plan today, pending legislation would let them choose from among multiple, diverse health plans available in a new health insurance exchange.

Some predict that including a public plan in such an exchange would cause private health insurance to unravel, ultimately “removing the medical sector from the free enterprise system.” However, under the original version of the House Tri-Committee proposal, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that, by 2019, 12 million people—just 4.3 percent of Americans under age 65—will be in the public option. Private insurance will cover 191 million people, according to CBO, or nearly 16 times the number in the public plan. Further, it is the consumer who chooses whether to enroll in public or private coverage offered through the exchange—a key detail sometimes obscured by arguments against reform. Finally, even if the public plan fully replicates Medicare’s basic structure, it will simply pay private health care providers for furnishing covered services. Using this approach, Medicare has achieved high levels of beneficiary satisfaction, wait times below average levels under private insurance, and a choice of physician that equals or exceeds that available through private coverage. Former Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-TN) recently acknowledged that Medicare is not socialized medicine; the same would be true of a public plan based on Medicare.

Many claims about government-run health care are based on hypothesized future scenarios that go far beyond current proposals. Such speculation can easily prove unfounded, as illustrated by confident predictions in the early 1960s that enacting Medicare would eventually lead to the conversion of American medicine into a socialized system for all residents.

With the debate over national health reform heading into a critical, perhaps determinative phase, reliable and objective analysis needs to focus on the details of current proposals and their likely results. Based on this standard, it is clearly mistaken to claim that proposed health reforms would lead to a government takeover of American medicine.

Introduction

At this critical juncture of the national health care reform debate, decisionmakers and their constituents need clear and objective information about the content and implications of the proposed changes. This is not easy, given the emotional arguments now being made on all sides as well as the subject’s complexity.

This paper focuses on one central claim in the debate —namely, that proposed reforms would represent “a government takeover of health care” that promotes a “socialized medicine agenda,” with “bureaucrats making the health care decisions that should stay with doctors, patients, and their loved ones.” In examining these assertions, we do not mean to suggest that any one side in the debate has a monopoly on unfounded claims. For example,
proponents of reform now attack the insurance industry’s role in the national debate, even though the industry has agreed (assuming that reform legislation fits certain parameters) to end preexisting condition exclusions and similar practices. Some reform advocates likewise suggest that increased preventive care automatically lowers overall health care spending, despite much evidence to the contrary.

In addition, it is clear that supporters of the current reform bills face legitimate questions. How many low-income uninsured will use Medicaid and new subsidies to obtain coverage, given the proposals’ individual mandates and enrollment systems? Are the subsidies large enough to mandate enrollment or will many people need to be exempt due to affordability concerns? Are the proposals to slow the growth in health care costs adequate? Are there risks to moving low-income children from current public programs into private insurance? Will slower growth of some Medicare payment rates create access problems for beneficiaries?

We do not attempt to address the full range of such questions or to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of proposed reforms’ many facets. Instead, this paper builds on a previous exploration of what is meant by “socialized medicine” and assesses what seems to be emerging as the primary public argument against reform.

Previous analysis

In April 2008, Dorn and Holahan analyzed claims that proposals being advanced during the presidential campaign represented major steps towards “socialized medicine” or “government-run health care.” The authors explained that socialized systems provide health care through government-employed staff operating in government-owned facilities. That paper concluded that most of the proposals advanced by Democratic candidates did not involve socialized or government-run health care, since they continued the central role played by private health care providers and insurers, leaving considerable decisionmaking authority in private hands. Dorn and Holahan suggested that claims about a “government takeover of health care” were a distraction from the more important issues of how reform proposals would affect cost, access to care, quality, and consumer choice. Over the past 16 months, little has changed regarding the meaning of “socialized medicine,” but the issue warrants reexamination given the specific reform proposals now before Congress.

Current health care reform proposals

We focus on the reform proposals passed by four congressional committees and under consideration in a fifth. While details vary, the proposals share a remarkably similar basic structure:

1. The low-income uninsured would receive subsidies. Medicaid would cover the poorest uninsured, and new federal subsidies would assist people with incomes too high for Medicaid but too low to afford health insurance without help.

2. A health insurance exchange would offer diverse health plans. People without access to employer-sponsored insurance could buy coverage through the exchange, which would feature competing plans offering a variety of benefits, deductible and copayment options, provider networks, and premiums. Consumers who select more costly plans would pay the associated higher premiums. Small firms (and possibly other companies) would have the option to cover their workers through the exchange, but each employee would choose his or her own plan.

3. Consumers buying coverage in the exchange could select a publicly-administered health plan. Depending on the proposal, such a plan may resemble Medicare, with a federal agency paying private providers, or it could be a consumer-owned cooperative. In both cases, each consumer would decide whether to enroll in the public plan or in coverage offered by private insurers through the exchange.

4. Individuals would be required to obtain health coverage, unless they cannot afford it.

5. Employers above a threshold size would be required to help finance health care, by either buying coverage for their workers or paying a tax to the federal government.

6. New requirements would apply to health insurers. Insurance companies could not exclude the treatment of preexisting conditions or engage in similar
practices. Health plans would also have to follow new minimum benefit rules, such as required coverage of preventive care without copayments.\textsuperscript{14}

7. Various policies would attempt to slow the growth in health care costs. Medicare pilot projects would test promising innovations, such as new payment methods that “reward value rather than volume.” If these experiments succeed, Medicare could expand them. Private insurers could also apply successful Medicare innovations, as they have done in the past.\textsuperscript{16} A separate cost-related measure would sponsor research into the comparative effectiveness of alternative medical treatments.

8. Increased costs would be fully funded by new revenues and policies that slow the growth of Medicare and Medicaid spending. While proponents of reform all articulate this goal, final scoring from the Congressional Budget Office has not yet demonstrated whether this goal would be reached, and pending proposals vary in how they raise revenue and reduce projected spending on current public programs.

In the main, reform proposals simply extend the public sector’s current roles in funding low-income health coverage and regulating insurance. The most significant new public responsibilities involve coverage mandates imposed on individuals and employers, but such mandates do not seem to be the primary concerns raised by those warning of a “government takeover of health care.”

The overall structure of proposed reforms

A typical criticism of the pending reforms states: “The Obama health care plan would allow, and even require, the government to take over and run every aspect of the American health care system… For doctors, surgeons, and specialists, this also involves a substantial loss of control over their practice of medicine. Their clinical judgment would be increasingly displaced by the diktats of faraway government bureaucrats who don’t even know their patients.”\textsuperscript{17}

Rather than expand government’s role as the direct provider of health care, current proposals leave the practice of medicine firmly in private hands. Fewer than 3 percent of the nation’s physicians are federal employees working for the military, the Veterans Health Administration, or the Public Health Service.\textsuperscript{18} Among nonfederal, patient-care doctors, only about 5 percent are employed by a city, county, or state government.\textsuperscript{19} All other such physicians are full- or part-owners of their practices or employed by a privately owned entity. Similarly, 84 percent of all hospital patients were admitted to private facilities in 2006.\textsuperscript{20} The remainder were treated at hospitals run by state and local governments or the Veterans Health Administration. Although Medicare is a government-run program, its beneficiaries were no more likely than were the privately insured to be admitted to a government-run facility.\textsuperscript{21} Nothing in pending proposals would increase the proportion of care provided in publicly owned hospitals or by publicly employed physicians.\textsuperscript{22}

Equally absent from current proposals are attempts to vest the federal government with direct control over medical decisionmaking. Presently, both private and public insurers define the limits of covered services, and doctors and nurses attempt to meet their patients’ needs, subject to these definitions. This same approach would continue under proposed legislation, without any new federal authority that circumscribes the practice of medicine.

Instead of mandating or forbidding any particular service, the proposed expansion of comparative effectiveness research would simply provide patients, physicians, and insurers with better information about the treatments that are most effective for particular medical conditions. This element of reform extends the tradition of federally funded health care research exemplified by the National Institutes of Health and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Gail Wilensky, who ran Medicare and Medicaid for President George H.W. Bush, supports comparative effectiveness research as “providing objective, credible information on the likely clinical outcomes of different strategies to treat the same medical condition. The information produced and disseminated would be intended to better inform clinical decision making and to help design sensible reimbursement strategies.”\textsuperscript{23} To insulate this potentially valuable research from allegations of rationing, pending legislation specifies that the agency conducting comparative effectiveness research has no authority to impose “coverage,
reimbursement, or other policies for any public or private payer.”

A central feature of pending proposals is the variety of choices offered to consumers and to businesses. By letting consumers choose from among diverse, competing health plans, with new protections for patients with preexisting conditions, the exchange will dramatically increase coverage options for many people. For example, 73.2 percent of workers covered by companies with fewer than 50 employees were offered a single health plan in 2008. These are the very workers most likely to obtain coverage through the exchange under reform proposals. By the same token, small firms will gain a new option to insure their employees through an exchange that, by purchasing coverage collectively on behalf of numerous individuals and companies, can apply substantially increased leverage to get better deals from insurance companies than small businesses now obtain on their own. At the same time, employers and individuals will remain free, if they prefer, to purchase coverage directly from insurers, without going through the exchange.

Critically important, current proposals would shift the locus of health plan choice. Today, employers typically make health insurance decisions for employees and their families. Under the proposal, by contrast, consumers in the exchange would choose their own health plans, taking into account personal financial resources, available subsidies, and their families' health care needs. Those who select more costly plans would pay more. Compared to the status quo, buying health insurance through the exchange would be more like shopping in a traditional marketplace, where consumers balance the positive features of each product against its price, and sellers’ desire for market share drives innovation and competition. This market-oriented approach to health coverage seems at odds with claims that proposed reforms represent steps toward socialized medicine.

Notwithstanding those options, current proposals would also impose important new responsibilities that would constrain some choices. Individuals would have to buy insurance if they can afford it. Medium-sized and larger employers likewise would be required to contribute to their workers’ health care costs. Insurers would need to cover preexisting conditions and to offer benefits that meet minimum requirements. Proposed reforms thus involve a straightforward exercise of traditional regulatory authority.

Pending proposals likewise spend federal funds to subsidize health coverage for low-income Americans. Similar fiscal arrangements in the past have not turned American medicine into a government-run enterprise. Examples include President Bush’s investment in community health centers, which created or expanded more than 1,200 such centers; the establishment of the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) in 1997; and the creation of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965.

Some contend that any significant increase in the federal government’s role represents a dangerous step toward a government-run, socialist economy. From this perspective, the “government takeover” label could have been attached to the creation of Social Security and Medicare, the Environmental Protection Agency, the federal highway system, and the National Park system, each of which extended the federal government’s authority into a new sphere of American life, but none of which led to a socialist economy.

During the debate over reauthorizing SCHIP in September 2007, Senator Grassley of Iowa made comments that may fairly apply to many of today’s arguments against broader reforms. He noted that “screaming ‘socialized medicine’ during a health care debate is like shouting ‘fire’ in a crowded theater. It is intended to cause hysteria that diverts people from looking at the facts.”

The public plan

Critics of reform argue that “a government-run insurance option” will “slowly erode existing private insurance plans to the point where the so-called government option is the only option,” thus causing “lower quality of care” by “removing the medical sector from the free enterprise system.”

This argument has three serious flaws. First, including a public plan as an option in the health insurance exchange is highly unlikely to end the private health insurance industry in America. The original Tri-Committee House bill included the most aggressive public health plan provisions of any major reform proposal. The Congressional Budget Office recognized inherent uncertainties but estimated that, under that proposal, only 12 million out of 282 million nonelderly Americans, or 4.3 percent, would...
enroll in the public plan by 2019.\textsuperscript{34} CBO estimated that private insurance would cover 158 million people through employers’ purchase of insurance outside the exchange, 24 million in private plans offered through the exchange, and 9 million consumers purchasing nongroup coverage outside the exchange, for a total of 191 million privately insured, or nearly 16 times the number of public plan enrollees (figure 1). Other forms of a public option, such as a consumer-owned cooperative or the amended version of the House bill that passed the Energy and Commerce Committee, involve a public or quasi-public plan with even less capacity to compete effectively with private insurers.\textsuperscript{35}

**Figure 1. Congressional Budget Office projections of FY 2019 health coverage under the original specifications of the House Tri-Committee proposal (millions of people under age 65)**

- **Private insurance, inside the exchange, 24 Mil.**
- **Public plan inside the exchange, 12 Mil.**
- **Uninsured, 17 Mil.**
- **Medicaid/CHIP, 46 Mil.**
- **Other insurance outside the exchange, 16 Mil.**
- **Private nongroup insurance outside the exchange, 9 Mil.**
- **Private, employer-purchased insurance outside the exchange, 158 Mil.**

*Source: Authors’ calculations based on estimates by CBO, July 17, 2009, and July 26, 2009.*

*Notes: “Other insurance outside the exchange” includes various systems of coverage that include Medicare for people under age 65 and care offered to active-duty military and veterans. “Private insurance inside the exchange” includes 20 million individual enrollees and 4 million people whose employers provide coverage through the exchange. “Public plan” members include 10 million individual enrollees and 2 million people whose employers provide coverage through the exchange.*
CBO anticipated that only companies with fewer than 50 employees would be allowed to buy coverage through the exchange. According to 2008 survey data, this would exclude from the exchange 81.6 percent of all workers whose employers furnish them with health insurance.36

CBO also concluded that the proposal, rather than lead most firms to drop coverage and let their workers buy insurance through the exchange, would cause a small net increase in employer coverage. Among other reasons, current federal tax advantages would continue to favor employer payment of insurance premiums, medium-sized and larger firms would face a financial penalty if they dropped coverage, and employers would be pressured to help their workers meet the individual coverage mandate. CBO’s analysis is consistent with experience in Massachusetts, where the combination of subsidies, a health insurance exchange, and an individual mandate caused a nearly 3 percentage point increase in employer coverage.37

CBO further determined that, among the estimated 36 million Americans receiving coverage through the exchange, one-third would choose the public plan. This is consistent with experience in California, which runs the nation’s largest health coverage system for public employees outside the federal government. California offers state workers 10 health plan options, 3 of which are run by the same public agency that provides health and retirement benefits. In 2008, 29.3 percent of state employees and retirees chose a public option.38

In a different analysis, The Lewin Group estimated (assuming full implementation in 2011) that the public plan could cover 103.4 million people, considerably more than forecast by CBO.39 Lewin’s analysis has been cited as evidence that an exchange with a public plan would dramatically reduce private insurers’ role, helping lead to “a government-run, single-payer monopoly, with all private plans driven out of business.”40

However, as the Lewin analysts made clear, their estimate assumed that the exchange would be available to all employers, which is not required by current legislative proposals or believed likely by CBO. In addition, Lewin’s calculations assumed that the public plan would pay providers at Medicare rates and have considerably lower administrative costs than those incurred by private insurers (although higher than Medicare administrative spending), resulting in public plan premiums 30 to 40 percent below those for comparable private coverage. If such a sizable cost advantage materialized, many people would select the public option. However, CBO determined that the likely premium differential would be closer to 10 percent, taking into account factors not considered by Lewin.41 When the Lewin analysts calculated the effects of a 10 percent premium differential and assumed that only small employers and individuals could use the exchange, they estimated that 17 million people would enroll in the public plan—a number quite close to CBO’s projection, given the uncertainties inherent in all of these estimates. This lower estimate suggests a strong and ongoing role for private health insurance.

The claim that an inherently inferior public option would replace most private health insurance has a second major flaw—namely, it is individual consumers who decide whether to enroll in the public plan or in private insurance options offered through the exchange. If problems emerge with the public plan, consumers can vote with their feet and move to private coverage.

The distinction between an option to select a public plan and mandatory enrollment into publicly administered coverage makes a dramatic difference to popular support. A survey of likely voters in January 2009 found that, while 73 percent supported giving all Americans a choice between public and private health plans, only 9 percent supported a proposal that would enroll everyone into public coverage.42 The power of individual consumers to decide whether to enroll in a public plan thus seems to be a critically important element of current proposals. Nevertheless, some opponents of pending legislation charge that reforms involve a “massive, forced dislocation of currently insured individuals” who would “involuntarily lose their coverage due to a government-run plan,”43 and that “millions more Americans will be forced onto a government-run plan.”44 This perception is at odds with the clear legislative language and CBO’s analysis of pending proposals and their clear legislative language.

Third, the public plan would not “remove medical care from the free enterprise system,” even if the public plan was based squarely on Medicare. While programs like the Veterans Health Administration (VA) furnish care through publicly
owned health care facilities and publicly salaried medical staff, Medicare pays private doctors and hospitals who provide covered services, and such providers exercise considerable flexibility in determining the care they furnish. As former Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-TN) recently acknowledged, “Socialized medicine is not Medicare. Socialized medicine is you [i.e., the government] own the hospitals, you own the doctors… The VA is socialized.”

Medicare gives beneficiaries a choice between enrolling in a private health plan and seeking care from private providers whom the program reimburses on a fee-for-service basis. There is considerable evidence that Medicare beneficiaries are quite happy with the program. More than 90 percent of beneficiaries report good access to care. In fact, when compared to privately insured individuals age 50 to 64, Medicare beneficiaries are less likely to experience waits for either routine appointments or urgent care. Despite Medicare’s potentially open-ended cost-sharing obligations, only 15 percent of elderly Medicare beneficiaries have any problems paying medical bills, compared to 30 percent of adults with private coverage. In addition, Medicare beneficiaries are significantly more confident than older adults with employer coverage that they can get high-quality, safe medical care when they need it. In giving enrollees their choice of physician, Medicare nearly equals the flexibility offered by private Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) and exceeds the options available through private Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs).

The eventual consequences of proposed reforms

Most of the claims that reform would impose federal control over the health care system involve alarmist speculation about future events. For example, although the statutory language of current proposals as well as CBO projections suggest that, in the short run, proposed reforms will not turn American medicine into a publicly administered enterprise, a recent Heritage Foundation paper predicts that events will unfold differently. The public plan “would be a wholly owned subsidiary of Congress,” so “if the exchange became a powerful regulatory agency,” Congress would have “powerful incentives to set the rules to the advantage of its own plan,” causing “the deck [to] be stacked against private-sector players in a game that is rigged from the start,” thus “ensur[ing] the eventual triumph of a single-payer system of national health insurance run by Washington.”

A second example of such extended extrapolation involves comparative effectiveness research. Despite the above-described statutory language and the bipartisan origins of this policy initiative, Conservatives for Patients’ Rights sees it as “a first step towards rationing care in the U.S.,” anticipating the ultimate outcome as “injecting a government bureaucracy between patient and doctor in the name of cost,” which “can only lead to sacrificing care for those whose perceived life value cannot meet the government’s cost/benefit standards.”

Such projections of the future that go far beyond the legislative proposals do not enjoy an impressive track record of success. One noteworthy example is Ronald Reagan’s prediction in the early 1960s about federal legislation that later became the Medicare program:

First you decide that the doctor can have so many patients. They are equally divided among the various doctors by the government. But then doctors aren’t equally divided geographically. So a doctor decides he wants to practice in one town and the government has to say to him, you can’t live in that town. They already have enough doctors. You have to go someplace else. And from here it’s only a short step to dictating where he will go…. All of us can see what happens once you establish the precedent that the government can determine a man’s working place and his working methods, determine his employment. From here it’s a short step to all the rest of socialism, to determining his pay. And pretty soon your son won’t decide, when he’s in school, where he will go or what he will do for a living. He will wait for the government to tell him where he will go to work and what he will do.

Reagan further claimed that the backers of Medicare subscribed to a “foot in the door philosophy” through which the creation of Medicare “for this particular population” would later expand into a system of “socialized medicine for every American.” None of these predictions came true. If reform legislation passes in anything like its current form, opponents of today’s proposals may not prove any more accurate in their forecasts.

Conclusion

The late Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan cautioned that “we are all entitled to our own opinions, just not our own facts.” That warning is
well-taken for everyone involved in helping the public understand the complex undertaking of national health reform and assess its potential risks and benefits. Given where we are in the legislative process, reliable and objective analysis needs to focus on the details of current policy proposals and their likely results. Based on this standard, it is hard to conclude that health reform legislation would lead to a government takeover of American medicine.
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41 CBO, Letter to the Honorable Dave Camp.
46 MedPAC, A Data Book, page 53.
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50 The percentage of physician practices accepting new patients, based on such patients’ source of coverage, is 96.7 percent for Medicare, compared to 98.3 percent for private PPOs and 86.3 percent for private HMOs. MedPAC, A Data Book, page 57.
54 A recording of the entire Reagan speech is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRdLpeM- AAs.
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